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Three Steps to a Perfect Takeaway
Start your swing right
to stop slices, hooks and
every mis-hit in between

T

he first few feet of your swing
are critical. Mistakes here lead to
mistakes in the most important
part of your motion: impact. If you
take the club too far inside, it gets
“trapped” behind your upper body
coming down, which leads to blocks
or hooks. If you take it too far to the
outside, you’ll have trouble squaring
the face and you’ll probably hit a slice.
Here’s how to ace your takeaway and
avoid these round-wrecking shots.
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1 Get into your setup with a driver,
then remove your right hand from
the grip and set it out of the way on
your right hip. Choke down to the
bottom of the handle with your left
hand for extra control and hover the
clubhead above the ground. Keep
your left arm straight but not stiff.

and letting the momentum of
the hinge pull your right shoulder
behind you. After hinging, check
that the butt of the grip points
at the ball. If it does, you’re in
perfect position to continue your
backswing without falling off plane.

3 Continue swinging your left
arm back, hinging your left wrist

The feeling you’re after? Your left
arm starts the movement and your
shoulders finish it. If you start your
takeaway by rotating your shoulders,
you risk dragging it inside and under
plane. Swing, hinge and turn. When
you get it right, add your right hand
and replicate the same feel. You’ll
instantly see how a good start makes
the rest of your swing seem easy.
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3

2 Swing your left arm across your
chest without turning your shoulders
and hips. You’ve done it right if
the logo on the back of your glove
points away from you when your
left hand reaches belt height.
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to watch a video of
this lesson. See p. 6.

Choke down and hover the
clubhead using only your left hand.
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Swing your left arm back without
turning your shoulders and hips.

Let your left wrist hinge. You’ve done
it right if the shaft points at the ball.

WATCH THIS ON YOUR IPAD OR TABLET.
VISIT GOLF.COM/ALLACCESS.

